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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Burrs Country Park is located 1.5km to the north of Bury town centre, and was 

developed as a public amenity after 1987. It comprises an area of circa 40 
hectares of the Irwell valley, and includes the remains of two former late 18th 
century cotton mills, associated cottages, waterworks, bridges and other 
features, and a late prehistoric hillfort.    

 
1.2  This report was commissioned by Mr Graham Schoon of Bury MBC Parks & 

Countryside Service, in order to appraise the significance of the built heritage, 
and to make recommendations regarding future care and site interpretation; as 
well as to examine options regarding location and impact of any required new 
build.      

 
1.3 Following its conception by the Greater Manchester County Council during 

the early 1980’s, Burrs Country Park has enjoyed a considerable degree of 
success. The Irwell Valley Way (and Irwell Sculpture Trail) run through the 
west side of the Park, and the East Lancashire Railway runs through the east 
side of the Park. The river Irwell has been remodelled to create a canoe slalom 
course, and the Burrs Activity Centre Ltd runs a bunkhouse and campsite at 
Burrs Cottages. The Caravan Club has recently opened a caravan site, and the 
annual Bury Agricultural Show is staged within the park. The lodge by Stock 
Street is a popular fishing venue, managed by Ramsbottom Angling 
Association. On fine summer weekends, hundreds of visitors are drawn to the 
area.   

 
1.4 Acknowledgements 

The following individuals are to be thanked for their assistance during the 
work: 
John Hopkinson, and Neil Anderton of Bury M.B.C., for arranging access into 
the former warehouse on Stock Street.   
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2. REPORT BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
 
2.1 In 2003 Burrs Country Park was awarded a Green Flag for the first time. The 

Green Flag Award 2004/05 Judging Feedback Report highlighted a number of 
recommendations related to the built heritage within the ‘Field Assessment’. 
These were:    

 
 ‘Clean and well maintained’ section 
 “…Weed growth over hard surfaces and heritage remains was fully evident 

and could easily have been treated. There was extensive shrub growth over the 
heritage buildings and structures throughout the park showing lack of care, 
neglect and obstruction to the viewer.” 

 
 ‘Conservation and heritage’ section 
 “There is still a need for a Conservation and Heritage Management Plan. The 

materials and quality of repairs within the site are poor, detracting from the 
heritage value. Poor remedial work executed was already weathering badly. 
This is a heritage source ripe for interpretation and is not yet fulfilling its full 
purpose, this is disappointing. All efforts should be made in lieu of proposed 
permanent facilities to provide some form of site interpretation system.”  

 
 ‘Marketing’ section 
 “Much more could be done in notice board/direction signs provision to 

encourage the visitor when they arrive in the entrance and car parks. The 
attraction of Burrs in both its active and passive pursuits have yet to be 
developed.” 

 
 ‘Additional comments’ section 
 “…There is concern by the judges that there is no toilet provision and no 

interpretation facilities provided by the Local Authority. If this heritage 
facility is to do its job then it requires repairs and renovations to be carried out 
using sympathetic and carefully considered materials. Riven slabs and railings 
not in keeping with the existing design show a lack of observation. Much work 
on the interpretation needs to be produced to enhance a site which has so much 
potential in all aspects of its Conservation and Heritage facilities. This is a 
delightful Country Park but needs specialist input to realise its potential  

 
  
2.2 The Green Flag Award 2006/07 Judging Feedback Report recommended the 

following actions within the ‘Field Assessment:   
 
 ‘Conservation and heritage’ section 

“Investigate having buildings and tower listed. More interpretation on site 
about heritage value of features within site. Suggest including site in Heritage 
Open Day and possibly green Heritage Award…” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. BUILT HERITAGE GAZETTEER 
 
Higher Woodhill 
 
3.1 Nos. 13 & 15 Stock Street (Plate 1)   

 

 
Appraisal 
The row of houses at Nos. 3 – 15 Stock Street is the only surviving part of 
Higher Woodhill village. Originally, there were three streets, which were 
School Street (later re-named Stock Street); Mill Street (later re-named Austin 
Street); and Yates Terrace. Most of these were demolished between about 
1965 and 1980, after falling into disrepair. The earliest dwellings at Higher 
Woodhill were back-to-backs, erected in about 1800; but after about 1850, 
more dwellings were constructed, of the better ‘two rooms up, two rooms 
down’ type. These included Nos. 3 – 15 Stock Street. They were erected in a 
poor-quality fissile local sandstone (‘Old Lawrence’), probably from the 
quarry to the south of Higher Woodhill, with plain door and window 
surrounds. The roofs were covered in Welsh blue-grey slate, and the original 
chimney stacks were of sandstone, although most of these have been rebuilt in 
red brick. 
 
Future Care 
Nos. 13 & 15 are the only houses in Stock Street still in the ownership of the 
local authority. No.13 is in use as a private house, and has not been visited as 
part of this assessment. No.15 was empty for a period during the 1980’s, and 
was wholly demolished and rebuilt again during the 1990’s, and hence has 
little, if any, historical authenticity. 
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Interpretation 
The original village was practically a self-contained community, with its own 
chapel, school, and shop (a shop still existed here until about 1975). The 
houses were effectively tied to the mill, and the Calrow family were the 
landlords. In 1851, the village (which became known simply as ‘Calrows’) 
contained 75 households, with 440 individuals. After the mill ceased to 
operate in c.1861, the village was never fully occupied again, and during the 
mid. 20th century, many of the houses were demolished, leaving just the few 
remaining dwellings in Stock Street. The growth and decline of this village 
mirrored the fate of the mill, and is a fascinating example of social and 
economic development. However, there is no information at the site regarding 
the village.    
 
  

3.2 Warehouse (former Riverside Garage) (Figure 4, Plate 2) 
 

 
Appraisal 
This building is the only surviving intact part of the Higher Woodhill mill 
complex. It was erected sometime between 1850 and 1890, probably as a 
cotton or paper warehouse. During the 1920’s, the building was used for 
storing paper which had been manufactured at Higher Woodhill mill, although 
the mill itself was by then no longer in use. In form, it is like a large barn, with 
a tall double doorway in the centre of the east wall, and smaller doorways at 
the north end of the east and west elevations. Although there was not a first 
floor level internally, the only windows were located at the upper level, with 
six on the west elevation, a blocked window in the centre of the north 
elevation, and a window in the northern part of the east elevation. The lack of 
any windows at ground floor level would suggest that security of the building 
and contents was a prime motivation. The walls were constructed of the poor 
quality Old Lawrence sandstone, whilst the pitched roof was covered in Welsh 
slate.  

 6
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Internally, the building was sub-divided by ten roof trusses, into eleven bays. 
The windows in the rear (west) wall were located in every second bay. The 
roof trusses were collared, and were probably of Baltic pine. Some of the 
trusses were numbered at their ends, giving a sequence from one at the 
southern end, to ten at the northern end. The trusses supported a ridge pole and 
two purlins per pitch, which in turn carried the rafters.  
 
The gap between truss nos. 5 and 6 was slightly larger than between the 
remaining trusses, as the main doorway was located here, and there was some 
evidence for a travelling hoist mechanism here, with a soffit in the east wall 
possibly suggestive of an east-west lifting beam. At the west end of the soffits 
of truss tie-beams 1 to 4 were pairs of circular holes, possibly indicative of 
plummer boxes being suspended for a north-south run of lineshafting, possibly 
to power the hoist. This might suggest the possibility of a small stationary 
steam engine within the south end of the building.   
 
Set into the internal walls were hundreds of timber pegs, the ends of which 
were flush with the wall surface. These appeared to be set at five levels, and 
appeared to indicate the positioning of timber racking, as suggested in Section 
A – A1, Figure 4. Furthermore, the central section of the building, inside the 
double doors, was paved by gritstone setts, whilst there were narrow flagged 
walkways from the setts, along the north and south parts of the building. The 
remainder of the floor seemed to be of compressed earth. There was no 
evidence for any fireplaces or chimneys, and no internal partitions. 
 
Future Care 
Some of the fabric is now in a poor condition, and it was erected using the 
poor quality sandstone which has been noted elsewhere at Burrs. Long-term 
use as a residential dwelling seems like the only possibility for survival. 
However, the building will require a considerable amount of work simply to 
conserve the existing shell, and could easily loose its character and basic 
appearance with a thoughtless conversion. It is suggested that it should be 
listed as a Grade II building, before being sold off to any private developer. 
This would ensure that any conversion work would not result in the sort of 
rebuild which destroyed the character of the Gatehouse to the south of Higher 
Woodhill Farmhouse.     
 
Interpretation 
The association with the nearby mill suggests that the building was intended as 
a secure warehouse, either for cotton, or for paper (after circa 1870). In either 
case, the building has been little altered, and would be a good candidate for 
listed building status. This would not prohibit conversion to a dwelling, but it 
would ensure that the building was treated with some sensitivity during and 
after any conversion work.   
 
 

3.3 Tailrace portal & adjoining walls (Plate 3) 
 
Appraisal 
This is an impressive piece of architecture, although it is only properly visible 
during the Winter & Spring months, because of vegetation, and is somewhat 



hidden away from the view of most visitors. The tailrace portal represents the 
exit from the below-ground section of the tailrace.  
 
Future Care 
The wall within which the portal is contained has deteriorated over the last 15 
or 20 years, especially towards the east (river) end. Blocks of stonework have 
either fallen out or been removed. The wall which revets the west side of the 
open tailrace has deteriorated, especially towards its base, and is much less 
well built than that at the portal. It should be borne in mind that this wall 
supports the slope above which is the vehicular/pedestrian access into the 
Higher Woodhill mill site. Both walls will require significant remedial work 
within the next few years if they are to be retained.    
 

 
Interpretation 
The massive masonry here, including the deflector wall, demonstrate the 
expense and effort involved in creating a water-powered system. These 
engineering works reflect how the Calrow family were determined to extract 
every possible vertical inch of hydraulic head from the site, in order to drive 
their mill. This fact should be demonstrated on site.  

 
 
3.4 Tailrace deflector wall (Plate 4) 

 
Appraisal 
This feature was intended to separate the river Irwell from the mill tailrace, to 
ensure that tailwater flowing from the wheel would clear the pit and enter the 
river as far downstream as possible. The deflector wall is a massive masonry 
structure which stands to almost 2m height from the river bed. The topmost 
course is affixed in place by a near-continuous series of broad wrought-iron 
straps which run along the top of the wall, preventing displacement by the 
river when in flood. Over the last 20 years, the wall has deteriorated 
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significantly, to the point where a good section of the middle part of the wall 
has been swept away, and the remainder is being actively undermined by the 
river.  

  
Future Care 
Over the last 20 years, the wall has deteriorated significantly, to the point 
where a good section of the middle part has been swept away, and the 
remainder is being actively undermined by the river, as it is located on the 
outside of a bend. A low cost solution of dumping of large stone blocks into 
the river bed against the outside of the wall would probably reduce the effects 
of erosion, but engineering advice would be required for how best to achieve 
this.   
 

 
Interpretation 
This is an impressive, but little known feature of the mill complex, and the 
lack of an obvious pathway down to the tailrace means that very few people 
will visit this area, especially in Summer, when the area is heavily overgrown. 
Although an interpretation panel would not be appropriate here, some form of 
indication on a panel within the mill area should make reference to features in 
this location, and how they relate to the mill site. 

 
 
3.5 Waterwheel pit (Plate 5) 
 

Appraisal 
The wheelpit at Higher Woodhill represents the focal point of the visible mill 
remains. It was constructed in about 1850, and contained what was probably 
one of the largest and most efficient waterwheels in the north-west of England. 
The waterwheel was removed before 1920, and was probably wholly of cast- 
and wrought-iron. It had replaced two earlier waterwheels, and was run in 
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tandem with the contemporary beam engine (see 3.6 below). Its origins and 
physical appearance are discussed in detail elsewhere (Fletcher, 1994).     
 
Future Care 
The modern metal ‘tea-tray’ located at the penstock site only catches a third of 
the flowing water, and is hardly a replacement for the great curved steel 
penstock which followed the arc of the waterwheel. Visitors are presently kept 
at arm’s length from the wheelpit, and are unable to view the interior of the 
tailrace tunnel, which opens up internally to form an impressive vaulted space. 
At Wet Earth colliery in Salford, a steel spiral staircase has been inserted into 
a corner of the pit, which enables visitors to descend to the base. Perhaps a 
similar feature could be used at Burrs. Some discussion has occurred regarding 
a new waterwheel being installed into the pit for electrical generation. Unless 
this was of a size equivalent to the original wheel, it would appear out-of-
place, apart from any Health & Safety considerations. Installation of a small 
water turbine would have much less of an impact.      
 

 
Interpretation 
This wheelpit forms the visually impressive centrepiece of the Higher 
Woodhill mill site, and is the only surviving wheelpit left at Burrs, out of a 
total of six pits in the two mills. It is the most obvious indicator of why mills 
were established here, and demonstrates how the fall of water from the Irwell 
could be employed. The existing interpretation panel is located too far away 
from the pit to be of any value in suggesting how the waterwheel and related 
gearing may have appeared within the pit, and how they drove the mill. A new 
panel could be located against the existing railings, dedicated to water power 
at Burrs & Higher Woodhill.    
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3.6 Beam engine house (Plate 6) 
 

Appraisal 
During the early 19th century, beam engines were the most common steam 
engine type in use in textile mills. They were frequently used to provide a 
back-up for water wheels, but the example at Higher Woodhill was much 
larger, and was the principal prime-mover in the complex, being capable of 
driving the whole mill. The engine beds are more or less intact, and in far 
better condition than those at Burrs Mill, which were altered in about 1900.  
Future Care 
The beam engine beds are in need of some consolidation. The engine house 
wall on the east side has partially collapsed into the bottom. In the main, the 
massive gritstone construction ensures that this feature requires minimal 
maintenance.  
 

 
Interpretation 
There is no information to suggest either how the beam engine functioned, or 
how it related to the mill and waterwheel. A simple interpretation panel 
appended to the surrounding fence could contain a historical blueprint of a 
similar engine (i.e. Fletcher, 1994, 61). The engine was ‘McNaughted’ (or 
compounded with a second cylinder) during the late 19th century (John 
McNaught was an engineer based in Bury). Steam power was still a common 
mode of running mills until well after the Second World War, and it seems 
likely that the engine at Higher Woodhill was still running into the 1920’s.   

 
 
3.7 Gas holder tank (Plate 7) 
 

Appraisal 
Gas was allegedly first manufactured in Bury in about 1818, and it could be 
assumed that Higher Woodhill mill and village were lit by gas before 1838, 
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when the gas holder appears on the Tithe plan. Use of gas for lighting had 
been developed by Boulton & Watt in about 1800, and it remained as cutting-
edge technology until electric power was developed during the late 19th 
century. Coal was heated with sealed retorts, thus driving off the unignited gas 
and reducing the coal to coke. The gas was fed into a gas holder, which 
comprised a circular masonry tank filled with water. Within this tank, like an 
upturned basin, was a wrought-iron ‘bell’, which floated upon the water and 
was filled with gas. If more gas was pumped in from the retort house, then the 
‘bell’ floated at a higher level. The mass of the bell provided the pressure by 
which the gas was delivered by lead piping into the mill & houses, to be 
burned off in gas mantles. This provided a realistic means by which mills 
could be operated within the hours of darkness.       
 
Future Care 
The structure of the masonry tank is fairly sound, and will probably require 
only minimum maintenance.   
 

 
Interpretation 
The existing masonry tank challenges the imagination in terms of gas 
manufacture. There are historical blueprints for gas holders and gas retorts of a 
similar size and scale, which could be utilised on a simple interpretation panel, 
describing how ‘coal gas’ was manufactured. Many mills had their own retort 
houses for manufacturing gas, and the gas was invariably channelled to 
neighbouring houses to provide lighting also. The advent of gas lighting 
should not be underestimated – compared to earlier lighting, using candles, it 
was a massive improvement, and as well as making mills more productive in 
the Winter months, it ensured greater safety for the workforce, as well as 
providing for better living conditions.    
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3.8 Chimney base (Plate 8) 
 

Appraisal 
A 50-yard brick octagonal stack was located on the river bank. There was a 
tradition that this collapsed in 1908, and was then rebuilt in steel. This served 
the boilers which were linked to the steam engine. The existing chimney base 
is a multi-faceted concrete structure, about 2m high, on top of which are steel 
pins which may have located the early 20th century steel stack. The ‘core’ of 
the concrete base appears to be of brickwork, and it is probable that the 
footings of the structure comprise those of the earlier brick stack.     
 
Future Care 
The solidity of this feature means that only minimum maintenance is required, 
but the eastern part of the feature, where it overhangs the river, could require 
some structural reinforcement. The young tree growing on the inside should be 
removed before it begins to force the structure apart. 
 

 
 
Interpretation 
As for the features described above, the chimney is not ‘linked’ to any other 
features. As at Burrs Mill, the chimney was necessary to provide an 
atmospheric pressure differential to generate a draught through the boilers. 
This should be explained onsite, therefore linking the chimney to the steam 
engine.   

 
 
3.9 Higher Woodhill Mill (Figure 5) 
 

Appraisal 
Higher Woodhill mill was a second-generation Arkwright mill, founded by 
Richard Calrow and Henry Topping in about 1790. It was established at the 
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same time as Burrs Mill, on a common water power system, which suggests a 
degree of mutual co-operation between Calrow/Topping and Peel & Yates. 
The early mill was relatively small in scale, but it was rapidly expanded during 
the 19th century, with new waterwheels and a substantial beam engine. After 
about 1870, the mill was used for paper making, but this ceased in about 1920, 
after which the various buildings were sublet and fell into disrepair.    
 
Future Care 
The various elements of the mill fabric are detailed above. 
 
Interpretation 
Probably the most significant interpretation problem within the Burrs Country 
Park is Higher Woodhill Mill. The wheelpit, the engine house, the gasholder, 
the chimney base, and the tailrace portal; could be almost intended to appear 
as a set of unconnected stone-built art-installations. There is no suggestion as 
to how these elements were related to each-other, let alone to any above-
ground mill structure.  
 
The original circa 1790 mill was a modest east-west rectangular building, 
which stood to the west of the engine house and south of the wheelpit. Its 
location is already defined on three sides by visible walls, but the south wall 
was largely destroyed by construction of a sewer manhole in about 1982. It 
would not comprise a major undertaking to recreate the line of the south wall 
in stonework, flush with (or just above) the existing grassed surface. This 
would make the position of the original mill clearly visible, and would enable 
visitors to visualise how the complex was laid out and how it functioned. 
Interpretation signage could then be used to indicate graphically the extent of 
the mill in circa 1900, with earlier phases and waterwheels being outlined.   

 
  
3.10 Higher Woodhill Farmhouse (Plates 9 & 10)  
  

Appraisal 
This is an impressive and interesting small yeoman farmhouse, which is 
unexpectedly encountered on the edge of suburbia, and is still surrounded by 
farmed fields, much as it would have been in the 18th century before any of 
the mills had been erected. The main east-west part of the building is of three 
bays, gritstone built, with a central south-facing doorway with an impressive 
wall plaque over, which contains the date 1710, and the ‘Eagle & Child’ crest 
of the Stanley family, hereditary lords of the manor of Bury. The windows are 
mullioned, with drip moulds over, and at the rear is a mid-height stair light 
window. To the west is a later wing, with larger sash windows (there was 
originally an impressive bow window here), probably dated to the Georgian 
period. Along with the ‘Brown Cow’, this building gives a strong flavour of 
the style of dwellings erected by yeoman farmers in the Irwell valley.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Future Care 
This building is Listed Grade II, and hence should not altered in any way 
without the required consents. It is possible that the building interior has not 
been significantly altered. It would perhaps be unfortunate if it ever ceased to 
function as part of a working farm – the value of the farmstead is that it is a 
living and working link with the pre-industrial landscape and society.  
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Interpretation 
The farmhouse and barns comprised the core of the Higher Woodhill estate 
during the 18th century, which was acquired by John Bridge before he erected 
Burrs Mill. Subsequently, the house was lived in either by the Calrow family, 
or by the Topping family, during the early decades of the running of Higher 
Woodhill mill. It was probably at that time that the Georgian-style wing was 
added to the farmhouse. The building played a crucial role in the establishment 
of industry at both Burrs and Higher Woodhill. That fact is not acknowledged 
anywhere.   
 
 

3.11 Calrows Viaduct (Plates 11 & 12) 
 
Appraisal 
The railway viaduct located immediately to the east of Higher Woodhill Mill 
was first constructed in circa 1845. In order to avoid affecting the mill 
gasholder, the viaduct had to be extended well to the north of river bank, 
requiring a total of three broad spans, and two additional smaller masonry 
arches erected on a skew. The arches, using local gritstone, with brickwork 
barrel vaulting, are still intact, but the broad spans were rebuilt using 
compound wrought-iron beams, set in groups of four beams per span, 
supporting a cast in situ concrete trackbed. This rebuilding probably occurred 
in about 1900, and it is likely that the earlier beams were of cast iron. (There 
are drawings in the Public Record Office at Kew (RAIL 176/76), dated 1845, 
for contract no.2: bridge near Higher Woodhill, elevation, plan and sections 
signed by C.E.). 
  

 
 Future Care 

Presumably the East Lancashire Railway have a statutory maintenance regime 
enforced by the appropriate government department.   
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 Interpretation 
The establishment of the East Lancashire Railway was a major event in the 
industrial development of the Upper Irwell Valley. It proved to be a significant 
catalyst in the development of the town of Ramsbottom and the village of 
Summerseat. However, no sidings were ever erected at either Burrs or Higher 
Woodhill Mills, and this may well have affected how the mill sites were not 
massively extended after the mid. 19th century. The physical works of the 
railway construction comprised cuttings and embankments, and the Castle 
Steads promontory was cut off on its east side, which required a substantial 
accommodation bridge to allow the farm at Touch Road to continue to 
function (3.23 below). A building located near to the river at Burrs, possibly a 
cottage, was demolished. Furthermore, the existence of the railway line has 
created a ‘boundary’ through the Burrs area. The area to the west of the line is 
more properly considered as ‘Burrs’, whilst the area to the east is considered 
more as ‘Pigs Lee’.      
 

 
 
Burrs 
 
3.12 Feeder Aquaduct & Embankment (Figures 1, 2, 3 & 6; Plates 13 & 14) 
  

Appraisal 
The existing aquaduct is an 1880’s rebuild of the earlier one erected in about 
1800. Two parts of the earlier structure can still be seen. One is the section of 
gritstone wall by the Burrs Mill car park, upon which a number of mason’s 
banker marks can be seen, which suggests that the original aquaduct was 
wholly of stone; the other comprises some stone slabs in the upstream river 
bed just to the west of the south abutment. 
 
The Walmersley Rate Book for 1842 (Bury Archives 8/3) makes reference to 
the ‘Manchester Bolton and Bury Canal and Railway Company’ owning and 
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occupying ‘part of Aquaduct’, which might explain why the gritstone wall 
adjacent to Burrs Mill was not rebuilt in the 1880’s.  
 
The existing aquaduct is constructed of blue Staffordshire engineering brick, 
and was designed by the consulting engineer Sir John Hawkshaw, and 
overseen by the contracting engineer Edwin Muir. The three arches were 
erected on a 17 degree skew from the aquaduct alignment, to ensure that the 
gritstone cutwaters offered least resistance to the river flow. Corbels can still 
be seen protruding from the pier bases, which were intended to support the 
timber centring from which the arches were constructed.   
 
An original (but undated) sheet of drawings exists in Bolton Archives, which 
outline the reconstruction work of the 1880’s (RR/5/5/3/33) (Figures 1, 2 & 
3). These show that the original aquaduct was wider (9.15m) than at present 
(7.93m), and that the reduction in width has occurred on the west side, where 
the piers had to be partially demolished. According to the cross-sections, the 
canal feeder channel was contained within a U-shaped bed of puddle clay, 
which sat upon a thick bed of ‘Lias Lime Concrete’. A thin bed of ‘Fine 
Cement Concrete’ formed the actual bottom of the channel, while ‘Stone 
Facing’ formed the channel flanks.   
 
A few metres upstream from the southernmost arch was a rectangular masonry 
and concrete feature, constructed in the river bed. This is suggested as the base 
of a crane or pile-driver, used during the 1880’s construction, and such an 
interpretation would possibly explain the location of a flight of steps down the 
adjacent river bank. 
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Future Care 
An existing maintenance regime must exist for the aquaduct through British 
Waterways, but it is clear that there is considerable leakage from the canal 
feeder, as the aquaduct structure continually runs with water.  
 
Interpretation 
The construction of the Manchester, Bolton & Bury Canal in 1791 was a 
major trigger for development of mills in the Bury area, as it provided cheap 
haulage for raw cotton, finished yarn, and coal for boilers. It seems probable 
that this single event was the catalyst for the mills at Burrs & Higher Woodhill 
to be constructed. The provision of a reservoir at Elton came slightly later, and 
the canal feeder was intended to supply the reservoir. The ownership of Burrs 
Mill by Peel & Yates must have been a significant factor in the tapping of the 
Burrs millpond for this purpose.   
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3.13 Burrs Ford (Figure 6; Plate 15) 
 

 
 

Appraisal 
Prior to construction of the old Burrs Bridge sometime before 1890, vehicular 
access across the river from Higher Woodhill to Burrs Mill was only possible 
by crossing the old ford beneath the later bridge site. This ford runs at an 
alignment of about 10 degrees further to the west from the present Burrs 
Bridge, and remains of the ford can be clearly seen when the river is running 
shallow and clear. It is paved from large slabs of flagstone, is just over 5m 
wide, and is defined by timber beams (see Plate 15), held in place by vertical 
timber posts, some of the tops of which can still be seen. It was partially 
truncated when old Burrs Bridge was erected, the bases of the two piers of 
which can still be seen. Downstream from the ford, on the south side, are the 
remains of another stone & timber apron, which may have been connected 
with the building of the old bridge, as its east edge is parallel with the east 
faces of the bridge pier footings.        
 
Future Care 
Despite the lack of any maintenance since about the 1930’s, what survives of 
the ford is in fairly good condition. Any future use of heavy plant on the ford 
should be discouraged, as any disturbance would result in erosion of fabric by 
the river.  
 
Interpretation 
The ford was just one feature of communication across the river. There was 
probably an earlier ford near to the ‘Brown Cow’, and there have been a total 
of four aquaducts across the river, and two railway crossings. A single 
interpretation panel set on the railings of Burrs Bridge could be used to outline 
the location and development of all of these features.   
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3.14 Remains of destroyed aquaduct & byewash weir (Plates 16 & 17) 
 

 
Appraisal 
The existing pipe bridge was constructed on the site of the early 19th century 
aquaduct which carried ‘tailwater’ from Burrs Mill to the millpond at Higher 
Woodhill. The aquaduct comprised a trough composed of large timber beams, 
held together by wrought iron bars, and supported on stone abutments and 
narrow stone piers, which rose from the river bed. The aquaduct was 
demolished sometime after the 1930’s, although it had been disused for a long 
period then. The existing masonry abutments were modified when the pipe 
bridge was constructed, and the foundation of the southern pier can still be 
seen in the river bed. The byewash weir is located immediately to the west of 
the pipe bridge, and was intended to regulate the level (and hence the flow) of 
water which crossed the aquaduct, by means of a sluice gate, through which 
water could be let off into the river.     
 
Future Care 
The usage of the pipe bridge for pedestrians to and from Burrs will 
presumably necessitate the maintenance of the abutments. 
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Interpretation 
Timber aquaducts were not common in Britain (more common in North 
America & Australia), and it was probably cheaper to build in timber than in 
stone. Maintenance would probably be easier, as it would have been obvious 
to detect leaks from the structure, and to replace sections of timber as and 
when necessary. Again, there is no information at the site regarding this 
unusual feature. 

 
 
3.15 Chimney stack 

 
Appraisal 
The 40 yard octagonal brick chimney stack is the visual centrepiece of Burrs 
Mill, and figures largely in promotional material and photographs of Burrs – it 
is an instantly recognisable feature of the local landscape. The chimney has 
been reduced in height by about 1m, as it originally had a brickwork 
‘oversailer’ to prevent smoke from being drawn down the leeward side during 
strong winds. The wrought-iron bands around the stack were intended to 
prevent the outer brick ‘skin’ from peeling away from the ‘core’ of the 
structure, which was a common problem during construction, due to the 
excessively high loads involved. This was not the original chimney stack, but 
was added in about 1880 to replace an earlier, smaller one.   
 
Future Care 
Presumably, regular maintenance of the chimney has a high priority, on 
grounds of Health & Safety.  
 
Interpretation 
The chimney is the only intact part of Burrs Mill, and probably survived the 
1982 demolition on the grounds that there was little profit to be made from 
dropping it. 19th century mill chimneys are now a relatively rare survival. 
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Even in the 1960’s, there were dozens of such stacks in the Bury area. The 
earlier ones tended to be square in section, then octagonal, then later on 
circular. One other octagonal one survives locally, in Elton. The chimney 
utilised the differential atmospheric pressure between base and top to draw 
large volumes of air though the boilers, ensuring that coal was rapidly and 
evenly burned. The necessity to discharge the smoke at a high level into the 
atmosphere was a secondary requirement only. Some form of onsite 
explanation is required, including the boiler house, the economiser, and the 
boiler feed pump. 
 

 
3.16 Engine house (Plate 18) 
 

 
Appraisal 
The engine house in Burrs Mill represents an interesting sequence of three 
separate engines, intended to replace and update one-another as the mill was 
expanded. The sequence commenced with a small beam engine during the 
early 19th century, which was then upgraded by the addition of a horizontal 
‘pusher’ cylinder; with the whole lot then being replaced by a Ferranti vertical 
marine engine, which was scrapped in about 1945. There is reliable 
documentary evidence for the origin, specification, and appearance of the last 
engine, which originated as an electrical generator in Lambeth power station. 
For the earlier engines, there is only site evidence.  
 
Water power was not always reliable, and as the 19th century progressed, 
competition required that mills should be able to work continually without 
interruption. The waterwheels at Burrs were probably replaced wholly by 
steam power before 1850, and the visible evidence makes for an interesting 
story.  
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Future Care 
The beam engine bed was poorly constructed in the first instance, using the 
fissile local sandstone, some blocks of which have been affixed on end, so that 
their bedding planes are vertical. This has resulted in splitting and 
deterioration. Furthermore, the bed was damaged when the marine engine was 
installed, as the beam engine was removed to install a first motion shaft. 
During recent conservation work, the cylinder bed at the east end of the main 
mass was covered over, which would make it difficult now to figure out how 
the engine worked. Some careful repair and consolidation by an experienced 
stonemason is required to ensure that the beds do not deteriorate further.  
 
The ‘pusher’ engine bed was constructed using massive gritstone blocks 
(probably from Fletcher Bank), which was the more normal material to 
employ for such structures. This shows little signs of weathering, and gives no 
cause for concern. 
 
Interpretation 
The engine house was originally a self-contained unit, with its own small 
boiler & 30 yard chimney stack. The present chimney, and the larger boiler 
house, were later additions, probably dating from the period when the steam 
engine was compounded by addition of the ‘pusher’ engine. The Ferranti 
marine engine represented an even later addition. The former existence of 
three waterwheels and a water turbine at the site form an interesting narrative 
in terms of pre-electrical power sources. This should be explained by judicious 
use of diagrams and drawings.   

 
 
3.17 Burrs Mill walls & floors (Figure 7; Plates 19, 20, & 21) 
 

Appraisal 
The conserved remains of the mill building form the earliest ‘core’ of Burrs 
Mill, erected by Peel & Yates in circa 1790 - 1795. The upstanding north wall 
also forms the back of the dam which retains the millpond. The mill remains 
form the only surviving infrastructure of the Peel & Yates business, which was 
the largest and most profitable cotton manufacturing concern in Britain in the 
late 18th century. The mill was erected utilising the Arkwright blueprint, and 
was successively enlarged throughout the 19th century. It was acquired by the 
Calrow family before 1808, and then became a paper mill under Richard Olive 
for a brief period during the 1880’s, but before 1888 it had been converted to a 
bleachworks by Samuel Rothwell, who owned the large bleaching croft at 
Lower Woodhill. In 1900, Burrs became part of the Bleacher’s Association 
(‘the combine’), and in 1921 it was taken over by the Star Bleaching Co. The 
mill finally closed during the ‘Great Depression’ in 1933, and saw use as a 
P.O.W. camp for both Italians and Germans at the end of the Second World 
War. The older part of the mill was demolished in 1952, whilst the later part of 
the mill, which comprised a large three-storey brick building with a cast-iron 
water tank, was demolished in 1982. Excavation and consolidation of the mill 
was commenced in August, 1987; which means that the mill fabric has now 
been subjected to weathering for 20 years.      
 
 
 



Future Care 
The remains of Burrs Mill comprise the largest conservation problem within 
the Burrs Country Park. Much of the exposed fabric has deteriorated, and 
much consolidation work will have to be undertaken to retain what survives.  
 
Much of the masonry used at Burrs Mill is local Old Lawrence sandstone, of 
fairly inferior quality. This weathers quickly, and is too fissile to form good 
building stone, i.e. it breaks easily on the bedding planes. It seems therefore 
that to offset the disadvantage of this problem, any pointing or rebuilding 
should be undertaken from a ‘conservation’ viewpoint.   
 
English Heritage have published a detailed manual titled ‘Practical Building 
Conservation: Stone Masonry’, which outlines how to repair and maintain 
ruined masonry buildings, and much of this document would be appropriate to 
the upkeep of Burrs Mill. Also of great value in this context is The 
Maintenance of Brick and Stone Masonry Structures, edited by A. M. Soden.  
 

 
WALLS: Most or all of the visible walls at Burrs Mill represent reduced or 
demolished walls of the original buildings. Capping these off with rectangular 
dimensioned cut slabs may present a neat finish, but the slabs themselves are 
frequently stolen or damaged, and give the impression of an original capped 
wall, rather than a partially-demolished one.  
 
A more realistic approach would be to dismantle the uppermost course of the 
wall, and to reset it using a lime-based cement, with the rubble core being 
slightly raised to shed rainwater. This gives a clear impression that the wall is 
part of a demolished structure, with the construction being clearly visible. 
English Heritage (and its predecessor organisations) have used this approach 
for decades at Guardianship sites including ruined castles and abbeys around 
the country. Another possible approach would be to create a ‘soft cap’ of turf 
over some of the more inaccessible walls. This forms an alternative means of 
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reducing the effects of weathering, whilst allowing the fabric to shed its 
moisture content.       
 
Conventional mortar mixtures using only sand and cement have the inherent 
disadvantage that they form an impermeable barrier to passage of water. This 
means that rainwater which gets into masonry fabric will descend by gravity 
and migrate to the wall face where it can be dried off by evaporation. A 
normal sand/cement mortar pointing will hold the water in, and in winter frost 
damage will result.  
 
In order to allow a free-flow of water, it is better to incorporate hydrated lime 
in the mix, at 1:4:1 lime/sand/cement; or 2:3:1 to get more porosity. Cutting 
wheels on horizontal joints only, to avoid damaging the stonework arris; 
cutting out chisels on vertical joints.  
 

 
FLOORS: The floor areas within the mill are less of a problem, as they are 
largely composed of original heavy flagstones. However, there are a number 
of problematic areas: 
 
(1)  One of the most unsightly areas is around the engine beds, immediately 
to the north of the chimney, where modern flags, setts and sandstone slabs 
have been used to cover over irregular areas. All of this has deteriorated 
somewhat, leaving a messy, potentially hazardous surface (Plate 18). 
 
(2)  Another problematic area is the sunken section within the north-west 
part of the mill. This is poorly maintained, and is sometimes flooded because 
of a partially blocked channel beneath here. The obvious solution for this area 
would be to backfill it, re-using the slabs from the base as part of a new 
ground-level surface (Plate 20). 
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(3) The third problem area is that located at the east end of the mill, where 
a bitumen ramp descends onto a stone wall footing, surrounded by brickwork 
and paviours of various types. Not only is the whole area deteriorating, but it 
looks poorly maintained (Plate 21).  
 

 
(4) The basement area immediately to the north-west of the chimney has 
become a sunken pond. There is an open drain at the east end of this area, 
which may be blocked, preventing the water from draining away.   
 
A clear solution to these problems would be to appoint a builder with proven 
experience of conservation-related repair and rebuilding work. English 
Heritage could provide a list of such builders. The areas of fabric in most 
obvious need of consolidation could be identified, and a rolling programme of 
incremental repairs initiated on a yearly basis; rather than engaging in spurts 
of occasional ‘firefighting’.  
 
Interpretation 
The physical remains of Burrs Mill almost certainly form all that remains of 
the industrial empire of Peel & Yates, which in its time was the largest cotton 
related business in Great Britain. By 1800, Peel was the 7th wealthiest man in 
the country, with a personal fortune of £2 million, all derived from profits 
generated at his numerous mills such as Burrs. The story of Burrs Mill reflects 
that of the British cotton industry in its growth and decline, as well as that of 
the Peel family. The Peel family originally had a number of spinning mills in 
the Bury area, all based upon the ‘flagship’ mill at Radcliffe Bridge. All have 
now been destroyed, with Burrs Mill constituting the only surviving remains.  
As matters stand, to most visitors, the physical remains of the mill comprise a 
mass of enigmatic masonry and brickwork. Onsite explanation of how the mill 
developed and functioned is long overdue.     
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3.18 Burrs Millpond 
 

Appraisal 
The millpond at Burrs Mill was intended to store water to drive the 
waterwheels in the mill. It was not a primary feature, but was probably 
constructed when the canal feeder was made, in about 1795 - 1800. The 
existing millpond is much smaller than the original one, which was wedge-
shaped in plan, and included the whole of the area to the north and north-west 
of Burrs Mill. The section now infilled, immediately to the north of the mill, 
was found to be lined with timber when excavated in c.1988.    
 
Future Care 
The millpond is presently used as a canoe training facility for the Burrs 
Activity Centre. It is assumed that it is maintained by that body. 
 
Interpretation 
The prime function of the pond was to provide a head of water for the mill 
water wheels, and later on the water turbine, in the event that the flow from 
Burrs Weir was interrupted in any way. The existence of a standing body of 
water would ensure that the waterwheels could continue to run for a short 
period (i.e. a few hours), until the problem was resolved. In its early days, the 
mill was wholly dependent upon water power, and the pond was essential to 
this. Some onsite explanation of this is required.  

 
 
3.19     Burrs Mill byewash weir (Plate 22) 
 

Appraisal 
The byewash weir was intended to regulate the level of water within the 
millpond, and is an integral component of the latter. The level of the weir lip 
would dictate the highest level of water within the pond; any excess would 
simply flow over the weir and on to Higher Woodhill Mill. This weir must be 
contemporary with the adjacent section of Burrs Mill. The weir has a central 
sluice, by which the millpond could be emptied when necessary. Immediately 
to the west of the weir is the sluice for taking water into the canal feeder, this 
is a metal feature of 20th century origin; an earlier timber sluice was found 
within the millpond in c.1988.    
 
Future Care 
The weir is in fairly good condition for such an early feature, although water 
does run through the fabric, as well as over it. Specialist advice should be 
sought for how to prevent the feature from collapsing over time, from internal 
washing out. 
 



 
Interpretation 
The weir is an integral part of the water system, and requires some form of 
onsite explanation. 
 

 
3.20 Remains of midden (Plate 23) 
   

Appraisal 
This feature illustrates clearly how basic the available sanitary provision was 
at Burrs. It also shows that ‘green’ disposal of sewage is not a new idea – the 
contents of the midden were removed once a week, to be dumped on local 
farmer’s fields. Fortunately, the spring which supplied freshwater for drinking 
at Burrs was located on higher ground, hence cholera and typhoid outbreaks 
were less likely in this community.      
 
Future Care 
As a fairly small and easily accessed feature, regular maintenance should not 
present a problem.   
 
Interpretation 
The full sized drawing prepared for an interpretation panel should be utilised 
to show how this feature was used. 
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3.21 Burrs Weir & sluices 
 

Appraisal 
 
In August 1791 Robert Bridge was granted a lease by the Earl of Derby: 

 
  '…free liberty to drive a Tunnel or Sough through or under a certain Wood 
called Castlestids & Erect & tye a Wier to the same…' and to '…divert the 
Water by the said Wier out of the River Irwell through an Estate called Higher 
Burrs into and through an Estate called Higher Woodhill now in the 
possession of the said Robert Bridge' (LRO, Derby Estate Papers). 
 
The weir was thrown across the deep river-cut gorge below Castle Steads, and 
a 700m headrace channel which fed the millpond. The existing sluices and are 
of late 19th century date (possibly by Sir John Hawkshaw), utilising blue 
Staffordshire ‘engineering’ brick, but just below water level, a sandstone 
bedrock channel can be seen beneath the flanking wall, and the latter sits upon 
the west edge of this. It is suggested that the channel indicates the 1790’s inlet 
for the feeder, and that a considerable amount of bedrock was excavated 
upstream and downstream from here, cutting back into the northern face of the 
Castle Steads promontory.  

 
The existing weir comprises a masonry ramp on the east side, which may be 
original, and a stepped concrete fall on the west side, which was constructed in 
c.1980, replacing a vertical masonry face. This face was revetted by No.5 
massive raking timber baulks, which were shown in a c.1900 photograph of 
the weir, and which were probably a remedial measure instigated by Sir John 
Hawkshaw in about 1881-88.    
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Weir construction was usually undertaken in two or three sections, whereby 
each section of the river bed would be drained within a timber coffer dam, to 
enable the weir foundations to be dug for that section.         

 
The weir construction was a serious exercise in civil engineering. The bedrock 
quarried off the northern flank of Castle Steads would have been utilised to 
form the embankment which supported the canal feeder above the river. 

 
The planning and construction of the weir and headrace suggest a serious mind 
at work, and possible contenders may include John Nightingale (d.1814), 
engineer on the Manchester, Bolton and Bury Canal; Charles McNiven, 
Manchester architect and iron-founder, who undertook the 1791 Parliamentary 
survey, and Hugh Henshall (1734-1816), former assistant to James Brindley, 
who was also involved in the survey. Robert Bridge would have known all of 
these individuals, through his leasehold of the ‘Eagle & Child Inn’ at Bury, 
where many of the meetings related to the canal took place. 
 
Future Care 
The ownership of the weir is uncertain. British Waterways seem to maintain 
the sluices, but the Environment Agency do not apparently take responsibility 
for structures within the river. The water rights related to the mills may have 
devolved to the Bleacher’s Association when they acquired Higher Woodhill 
Mill from the Yates family in about 1918. Although the western half of the 
weir was rebuilt in c.1980, the eastern part appears to be original and 
unmodified. Internally, it probably comprises a timber framework with stone 
rubble infill. The external masonry may be clamped by wrought-iron brackets, 
which will gradually decay.  
 
Interpretation 
Burrs Weir is one of the more impressive surviving weirs on the Irwell, 
although it has been significantly modified from the original structure. The 
weir is an impressive example of civil engineering, and forms an important 
aspect of the original water system for providing power to the two mills. The 
history of the weir and John Bridge’s involvement, is of great interest. That 
story needs to be told.   
 

 
3.22 Targets of rifle range (Plate 24) 
 

Appraisal 
A rifle range was set up at Burrs, between the ‘Brown Cow’ and Castle Steads, 
sometime before 1890, and in c.1925 it was in use by the Bury Rifle Club, 
who had a hut behind the ‘Brown Cow’. The range comprised a series of 
shooting butts set at intervals, on the land now occupied by the Caravan Club.  
The ‘targets’ were located at the foot of Castle Steads, and comprised two 
mounds of earth, constructed against masonry walls. The eastern target was 
largely destroyed when a new trackway was bulldozed up the south side of 
Castle Steads in about 1982, but the western target has survived in better 
condition.   
 
 
 



Future Care 
The western target is badly overgrown with vegetation, and is steadily 
deteriorating through weathering. The upper part of the wall should be rebuilt, 
and the structure pointed, to prevent any further decay. The existing ‘soft cap’ 
of turf could then be reinstated to protect the top of the wall.  
 

 
Interpretation 
In the 1871 census returns, five staff members of the Lancashire Militia and 
100th Regiment of Foot were resident at Higher Woodhill, these were based at 
the long-demolished Militia Barracks on Bolton Road in Elton. The former 
Calrow residence, ‘Higher Woodhill’, was occupied by Henry Whitehead, 
then 28, a bleacher and later philanthropist responsible for the presentation of 
the Whitehead Recreation Ground to the people of Elton. In 1871 he was a 
Lieutenant in the 8th Lancashire Rifle Volunteer Corps, which was formed in 
1859, and was later integrated with the Lancashire Fusiliers 
(www.regiments.org). In 1877, Whitehead was described as a “crack shot” 
(www.old-merseytimes.co.uk/altcar.html), and in 1890 was a Member of 
Council of the influential National Rifle Association. 
 
The establishment of the rifle range at Burrs during the later 19th century 
could be attributed to the Lancashire Militia, or to Henry Whitehead. On the 
other hand, it could post-date 1871, and relate to none of the above. 

 
 
3.23 Railway bridge abutments (Plate 25) 

 
Appraisal 
Before the East Lancs Railway was constructed in c.1845, the land at Castle 
Steads was part of the property of the Touch Road estate. Therefore, when the 
railway cutting through Castle Steads was made, an accommodation bridge 
was constructed, to enable a link for cattle, carts, and pedestrians between the 
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divided parts of the estate. The bridge was destroyed before 1930, but the 
abutments still survive, above the railway cutting. These are of brick, with a 
substantial stone string course, which probably marked the deck level. To 
either side of the railway trackbed are additional brick footings, which 
probably indicate the positions of a pair of piers, so that the bridge would have 
consisted of three separate spans, most likely of timber, but possibly of cast-
iron. These are the least visible features within the Country Park, only briefly 
glimpsed from the East Lancs Railway during the winter months.          
 
Future Care 
The abutments are in a ruined condition, and will deteriorate from weathering, 
especially as they are in an exposed position. They are badly overgrown, and 
are only visible to visitors travelling on the railway line. In summer, it is likely 
that they are not visible at all. If they are to survive long term, then some form 
of vegetation clearance and pointing/capping with lime mortar should be 
undertaken.    
 

 
Interpretation 
In its original form, the bridge must have been a fairly substantial and 
impressive feature. It is not known whether any original (c.1845) 
accommodation bridges survive at all on this particular railway line, or 
whether any remains of other bridges survive. The original form and scale may 
have been a reflection on the necessity to satisfy the demands of the landowner 
(the Earl of Derby) at the planning stages of the railway. 
 
 

3.24 ‘Brown Cow’ public house (Figure 8; Plates 26 & 27) 
 
Appraisal 
The ‘Brown Cow’ was originally known as ‘Burrs Farm House’. The door 
lintel is inscribed T. H., with 1752 below. These initials refer to Thomas 
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Hardman, who died in 1778, aged 67. His father was Robert Hardman, of 
Burrs, who died in 1750, aged 77. It could be assumed that Thomas built the 
house after he acquired the property on the death of his father. 
 
The census returns first refer to the ‘Brown Cow’ in 1861, when it was 
occupied by William Whitworth, a ‘beer seller and farmer of 13 acres’. He 
was listed on the 1838 Tithe map as the occupier. In 1841, Whitworth was 
listed as a ‘farmer’, by 1851 he had added ‘beerseller’ to his occupation 
category, and probably erected the small brewhouse (now a garage) located to 
the west of the pub, valued in 1864 (BuAS, PUB 8/9). An official taster 
claimed that William brewed the best ale in the district! He lived with his wife 
Sarah, and eight children, one of whom, Rachel, married a Samuel 
Woltenholme. In 1871, William was a ‘publican and farmer of 20 acres’. By 
1881 both William and Rachel had died, and Wolstenholme was listed as a 
‘farmer of 32 acres’, with his new wife, Alice. Sarah Whitworth, now aged 80, 
was still living at the ‘Brown Cow’. By 1901, Samuel had died, leaving Alice, 
aged 68, as the ‘Publican’, with her daughter Annie, and a female servant.     
 

 
The ‘Brown Cow’ was built originally as a pair of contiguous cottages, with a 
dividing wall between, which was removed in c.1990. The western cottage 
was larger, with two rooms, being entered by the existing front door. This led 
into the housebody, with a ‘spere’ on the left, and the stairs being located 
against the back wall, where there is a half-height ‘stair light’. There was a 
fireplace against the west wall of the housebody. The parlour was located to 
the right of the doorway, although it is uncertain where the original doorway 
though the wall was located. The insertion of the bar against the north wall of 
the building necessitated the removal of the parlour wall here. Within the 
parlour, there was a fireplace against the (former) east wall.  
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The smaller, eastern cottage was entered through a doorway, now blocked, at 
the east end of the south elevation. This led into a single room, defined as the 
housebody. Until c.1990, this was the lounge of the pub, and there was a 
fireplace against the east wall.  
 
The upstairs layout is not known, although it is safe to assume that the wall 
demolished in c.1990 extended through here, as it supports a chimneystack 
above, and the window layout on the south elevation is similar at both levels. 
 
Externally, the hood moulds over the windows remain, and the roof is still 
covered in local flagging, as opposed to the later Welsh slate. The substantial 
brick chimney stacks probably replaced earlier stone ones, and are an 
important indicator of the original internal layout. 
 
Future Care 
The ‘Brown Cow’ is in private ownership, and lost much of its original 
interior in about 1990. However, apart from losing its mullioned windows 
sometime in the 20th century, the exterior has not been significantly modified. 
It is suggested that the building should be listed Grade II on this basis, to 
protect against any future possible loss of historic fabric.   
 

 
Interpretation 
A good example of an 18th century yeoman farmer’s dwelling house. 
Externally, apart from the loss of window mullions, the south, west and east 
elevations and roof are little altered. The rear elevation has had several 
outshuts added, but an original stair light can still be seen, confirming the 
position of the original staircase. Internally, unfortunately, the building was 
heavily altered in about 1990.    
 
The building is a clear indicator of the pre-industrial local economy, raised by 
a successful tenant farmer, probably on the site of an earlier (?medieval timber 
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framed) farmhouse, as part of the ‘Great Rebuilding’. There was also a 
substantial barn on the west side of the existing car park. By 1851, the tenant 
had taken advantage of the growth of the mills by selling beer to supplement 
his income from farming, and the existence of a brew house in 1864 indicates 
how serious this aspect had become. However, it was probably not until the 
late 19th century that the building became a public house, rather than a 
farmhouse.  
 
The role of the ‘Brown Cow’ in the local community has always been 
important. It still presents a focal point in the Country Park, especially at 
weekends. Some sort of interpretation panel could be located within the car 
park to outline the history of this particular element. 
 

3.25 Railway embankment 
 
Appraisal 
The existing railway embankments through Burrs & Higher Woodhill were 
raised in c.1845 to carry the new railway line on a gentle gradient up the Irwell 
valley. The cutting at Castle Steads must have provided much of the required 
fill, and there is a local tradition of a temporary ‘navvy’ encampment 
somewhere in the vicinity. To the east of Higher Woodhill Mill, the 
embankment is fairly high, but could not be extended to the river because of 
the location of the mill gas holder.       
 
Future Care 
There is a proposal to construct a platform for passengers to join or leave the 
trains, on the embankment to the east of the ‘Brown Cow’.    
 
Interpretation 
The construction of the railway embankment through Burrs and Higher 
Woodhill must have comprised a significant impact upon the landscape, 
probably greater than that caused when the mills were first constructed (see 
3.11 above).    

 
 
3.26 Burrs Viaduct (Plate 28) 

 
Appraisal 
The railway viaduct at Burrs comprises a single span crossing of the river, 
with a masonry archway at each end, the northern arch allowing Howe Lane to 
pass beneath the railway, and the southern arch an accommodation way into 
the field to the east of the railway. The single span of the viaduct is carried 
upon two massive gritstone abutments, and the trackbed is supported upon 
three substantial composite wrought-iron I-section beams. The parapets are 
composed of similar beams, but of a lesser cross-section. The barrel-vaulting 
of the two archways is composed of brickwork, but the remainder of the 
structure is of rusticated gritstone. The original form (c.1845) must have 
included cast-iron beams, instead of wrought iron.       
 
Future Care 
As for the Calrows viaduct, the East Lancashire Railway must have a statutory 
maintenance regime enforced by the appropriate government department.   



Interpretation 
The viaduct is one of a number of successive river crossings which occur in 
the Burrs area, and demonstrate how important the river valley was to 
transport networks. The success of the steam railway over the last 20 years has 
undoubtedly contributed towards the success of the Burrs Country Park. A 
single interpretation panel set on the railings of Burrs Bridge could outline the 
location and development of all of the river crossings. 
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4. PROPOSED NEW BUILD (Figure 9) 
 
4.1 Requirement 

According to the Burrs Country Park Management Plan 03-08, it is proposed 
to build a purpose-built depot, visitors centre, classroom, ranger base, canoe 
store and public toilets near to the canoe training pool. Four possible locations 
for this new building are suggested: 

 
4.2 Burrs Cottages 

Located at the east end of the existing Burrs Cottages were a further six back-
to-back dwellings. These were demolished in about 1970. They were of the 
same width as the existing cottages, and about 22m long, i.e. about half of the 
length of the existing building. They had been erected at a later date, and 
although they were similar in style, the doorways and windows were larger.  
 
If the area was not sufficient, then some of the demolished cottages at the west 
end of the row could be rebuilt. 
 
As new build, this location offers a number of advantages: 
 
(a) Least visually intrusive. 
 
(b) Extension to an existing building. 
       
(c) As much historical authenticity as existing Burrs Cottages. 
 
(d) Larger than options 4.4 and 4.5. 
 
(e) Possibility of a water turbine to the east end of the new building, 

utilising the available water head between the goit and the river Irwell. 
A turbine house could be constructed to the east of the pipe bridge. 

 
4.3 Burrs Mill  

The north-east end of Burrs Mill could be reconstructed. However, we have 
only limited evidence as to how this part of the building appeared, other than 
knowing that it was two storeys in height. There was a stable at first floor 
level, which stood partly upon the millpond dam. This would be by far the 
largest option, and it would have direct access into the training pond. 
However, it would probably be the most disruptive option during construction, 
would entail the greatest loss of historic fabric, and would be visually the most 
intrusive choice. 
 
An integral water turbine could be located to derive energy from the 
differential between the training pond and the pond overflow. 
 

4.4 ‘Brown Cow’ barn 
On the west side of the ‘Brown Cow’ car park was a large L-shaped barn, 
which related to the period when the ‘Brown Cow’ was in use as a farmhouse. 
The barn could be reconstructed as a traditional Lancashire barn. Construction 
would be fairly disruptive to the ‘Brown Cow’ and the caravan site, although 
the building could be located further to the west than its original position, and 
made to ‘fit in’ as well as any of the other modern buildings in the vicinity. It 
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would have close proximity to the training pond, the ‘Brown Cow’, and the 
cottages.      

 
4.5 Sports Pavilion 

To the north of the existing training pond, there was a large timber-built 
pavilion, which served the bowling green and cricket ground. The pavilion 
was of a single storey, with dormer windows in the roof. The building was 
located within the existing ‘Showground’, and hence could be surrounded with 
ample car parking. A reconstruction of this building, of which two good 
photographs exist, would present least disruption to the existing infrastructure 
during building work, and could comprise the most environmentally-friendly 
structure.   
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5. OTHER ELEMENTS 
 
5.1 List of suggested new interpretation panels:     
  
No. LOCATION CONTENT 
1 Top of steps, to SW of Higher 

Woodhill wheelpit 
History & development of Higher Woodhill 
village 

2 Against fence to S of Higher 
Woodhill wheelpit 

History & development of Higher Woodhill 
mill 

3 West side of Higher Woodhill 
engine house 

History, layout & interpretation of beam engine 

4 Against fence to east of 
Higher Woodhill wheelpit 

History, layout & interpretation of waterwheel 

5 On south side of Higher 
Woodhill gas holder 

History, layout & interpretation of mill 
gasworks 

6 Burrs Bridge History & development of fords, bridges, 
aquaducts & railway bridges 

7 Burrs Mill chimney History & development of steam plant within 
mill 

8 Burrs Mill  History & development of Burrs Mill & water 
power 

9 Burrs Midden History & development of Burrs Cottages & 
midden 

10 Brown Cow car park History of Burrs Farm House & ‘Brown Cow’. 
Pre-industrial history of Burrs. 

11 Showground field Pre-history & history of Castle Steads, river 
palaeochannel, ‘Targets’, sports pavilion 

 
 
5.2 Listing of Buildings 

The Green flag Award Desk assessment Feedback for 2006/2007 suggested 
having the ‘buildings and tower listed’. It is unlikely that the remains of Burrs 
Mill could be listed, as they do not represent a complete or near complete 
structure. The mill chimney could be listed, although it should be borne in 
mind that listing confers protection against all intervention, and repairs or 
pointing would require Listed Building Consent, which in the case of a Grade 
II building, the council could grant to itself.  
 
As Burrs Cottages represent a rebuild of an earlier, but altered, building, then 
there seems little point in these being listed. The only other structures worth 
listing would be the ‘Brown Cow’ public house; and the Warehouse at Higher 
Woodhill, both of which have been detailed above.   

 
5.3 Heritage Open Day 

From experience these weekends, which are normally scheduled in September, 
can be very rewarding events, for everyone concerned. The general idea is that 
the public are given access to a building or an area which is not normally 
accessible/available, and given information in detail by both guided 
tours/leaflets/information panels. 
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Heritage Open Days needs to be well-publicised at least three months in 
advance, and planning for the event should start at least six months in advance. 
Visitor numbers on the weekend are wholly unpredictable, but given good 
publicity and good weather, excessive turnouts beyond the capability of the 
guides are possible. For this reason, an initial rendezvous point, preferably a 
large indoor venue, with information panels and leaflets and refreshments, is 
necessary. Then guided walks leave from here at intervals of perhaps one 
hour. At least four guides, and six helpers, would be necessary to deal with 
several hundred people in a single day. 
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